
THE BRAND

Swiss citizens Paul and Bertha Sahli, arrived in Chile in 1913. Their eldest son, Fernando, leases the Crillón Hotel and invites 
his siblings, Pablo and Raul, to join him in the business. The Crillón Hotel opened in 1931 becoming the most luxurious hotel 
in Santiago and an elegant social events centre. The hotel closed in 1978 however Fernando’s sons continued working in the 
hotel industry. Felipe, who studied in Lausanne, Switzerland, was involved in the setting up of the Holiday Inn hotels in Chile 
and Buenos Aires. He later created The Singular Hotel concept and opened The Singular Patagonia in 2011 and The Singular 
Santiago in 2014.

THE SINGULAR PATAGONIA

The Singular Hotel Patagonia is the transition between our small existence and the majestic, eternal surroundings. Declared 
national heritage in 1996, The Singular Patagonia, Puerto Bories Hotel, is a unique historic destination, set in a privileged 
setting and location, positioned as among the best in the South. Live a luxurious experience in what is known as the end of the 
world route.

THE HISTORY

The hotel is located in the converted “Frigorifico Puerto Bories”, a post-Victorian cold-storage plant built in 1915. This industrial 
complex was originally built by the “Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra del Fuego” to process and export frozen meat to Europe. 
Sheep breeding was raised all over Patagonia, including across the Andes in Argentina. The cold storage plant was in operation 
for 70 years, generating work and contributing to the development of the region. After a long period of neglect, the building 
was restored to its former industrial grandeur and as a result of the meticulous conservation, was declared as Chilean National 
Heritage in 1996.

LOCATION

The hotel is located on the shores of the Señoret Channel in the Chilean Patagonia, a 5 minutes drive from the town of Puerto 
Natales. After a 3:30 hour flight from Santiago to Punta Arenas, and a 2:30 hour drive, you reach Puerto Bories. Strategically 
located at the end of the “Ultima Esperanza Sound” it is the ideal place to undertake excursions to the most remote places, 
including Torres del Paine National Park, 8th Natural Wonder of the World.
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Heritage: The Singular Hotel Patagonia 
has been built around Puerto Bories cold 

storage plant, pioneer to the birth
of Puerto Natales city. Our museum has 

preserved the original post-Victorian 
industrial machinery, for which it was 
declared as national heritage in 1996.

Experience: The hotel’s privileged location 
allows to offer a wide range of excursions, 

whether in Torres del Paine National
Park or nearby attractions. An array of 
activities such as fishing, heritage and 

sightings is what makes us unique.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE 

Gourmet: Special attention has been 
placed into boosting local products, 

preparing unique dishes that highlight 
the region’s heritage. We work to put on 
the table the purest essence of Chilean 
Patagonia, represented in our luxurious 

cuisine.

BAR & RESTAURANTS

For our guests, exploring Patagonia is as exciting as sitting 
down and enjoying our gourmet preparations. Taste these 
unique sensations, overlooking the tranquil waters of Last 
Hope Sine and the breath-taking mountain tops. A singular 
gourmet luxury.

Bar: A warm atmosphere, with the best author cocktails and 
a privileged view towards the pure wilderness of Patagonia. 
Our bar in the Austral Zone is a mixture of history, local 
flavours and privileged surroundings in the South of Chile.

Desayunador: Waking up in one of the most beautiful
places in Chile, followed by an invigorating breakfast with a 
unique view of the Canal Señoret, is one of the pleasures of 
the hotel.

Asador: With a rustic and historic style, this infrastructure
that preserves the façade of the nineteenth century, is 
transformed into a gastronomic space where the tasting of 
typical dishes of the area, are the main attraction for our 
gastronomic clients.

Restaurant: A fusion of the views of Seno Última Esperanza, 
the mountain ridges and the award-winning cuisine of our 
Executive Chef, mixing French trends with local products. 
Our open plan kitchen restaurant explores and redefines 
Patagonia’s cuisine. The presentation and the creativity of 
our dishes will leave a lasting impression. Our menu includes 
traditional Chilean recipes, using the finest ingredients. The 
traditional sense of hospitality, the art of setting the table 
and attention to detail, generates a charming and peaceful 
atmosphere. Our bar invites to indulge yourself, relax and 
share your experiences in the warmth of a fireplace, savoring 
some of the best Chilean wines.

EXCURSIONS

Our location allows us to offer a wide variety of excursions, 
whether in Torres del Paine National Park or nearby 
attractions. The series of activities we offer in the area, such 
as fishing, kayaking, trekking, biking, navigation throughout 
glaciers and fjords, horseback riding towards local estancias 
where will be sharing with gauchos the typical gastronomical 
and equine activities of the area, is what makes us unique. 
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AWARDS

· Fodor’s 100 Hotel Awards Winners 2012. 

· It List: The Best New Hotels 2012.

· Trip advisor: Travellers’ Choice 2013- 2014-2015.

· Fodor’s 100 Hotel Award Winners 2015.

· Trip advisor: Travellers’ Choice 2016 #1 Top Hotels in Chile. 

· The Leading Hotels of The World 2016.

· Travel + Leisure #1 Resort in South America 2016. 

· Luxury Travel Guide #1 Best Unique Luxury Hotel. 

· Trip Advisor: Travellers’ Choice 2017 #1 Unique Luxury Hotel 
in Chile &  #1 Luxury Hotels in South America.

· Travel + Leisure: World’s Best Awards 2018, #66 Best 
Hotels of the World & #6 Best Hotels in South America.

CONTACT US

Contact us by e-mail to infopatagonia@thesingular.com  
/ patagoniareservas@thesingular.com or calling us to 

+56 2 2306 8810.

Follow us and feel connected with Singular Moments

SPA

Surrounded by fjords, glaciers of unparalleled beauty, The 
Singular Spa will deliver a wellness experience inspired by 
the word SPA’s origin – Salut Per Aqua- (‘health thru water’). 
Spoil yourself with a day in the 3,000 sq ft eco-SPA further 
connecting you to nature. Organic plants and fruits are 
used for oil extracts and moisturizers woven into an array of 
pampering pleasures.

MEETING & EVENTS IN PATAGONIA

The Conference Room, La Torneria, our 3rd-floor hall…. All of 
our meeting spaces stand out for their unique environment 
at the end of the world, which features itself as the most 

inspirational atmosphere to connect with people, with new 
ideas and will make anyone think from a new perspective. A 
variety of gastronomic alternatives such as Brunch, open bar, 
Coffee Break, lunch and Dinner for memorable celebration at 
Southern Patagonia. 

SEASONAL SPECIALS

At The Singular, we have designed unique and customized 
experiential programs for each type of traveller. Now, there 
are no more excuses not to book that trip to Patagonia that 
you’ve always dreamed of doing.
www.thesingular.com

· Condé Nast Traveler:  Readers’ Choice Awards 2018, #18 
Best Resorts in South America.

· Trip Advisor: The Singular Patagonia & The Singular 
Patagonia Restaurant Hall of Fame, Certificate of Excellence 
2015-2019.

· Travel + Leisure: Top 10 Best Luxury All-inclusive in the 
World, 2019.

· Booking.com: Best Hotels in Chile.

· Condé Nast Traveler: #5 Best Hotels and Resorts in Mexico 
and South America, Gold List 2020.
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